AT XQUIP WE BELIEVE THAT A HIGH-QUALITY PRODUCT SHOULD PERFECTLY FIT ITS PURPOSE. WE DON'T STOP UNTIL THAT IS ACCOMPLISHED.
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Xquip designs and produces customised and durable, lightweight carbon fibre solutions that contribute to the usability and appearance of any superyacht.

**INTRODUCTION**

**XQUIP**

THE ULTIMATE CARBON SUPERYACHT EQUIPMENT

With a background in high-performance yachting, Xquip’s founders have developed a clear vision and understanding of industry trends and developments. Over the years, our designs have evolved by working alongside respectable superyacht shipyards and owners in the industry.

Together with our in-house design, engineering and manufacturing team, we are able to customise any component and live up to the increasing product requirements demanded by our exclusive clients.

**EXPERIENCE**

Driven by quality and performance we push the limits of building equipment for superyachts and tenders. We use state of the art technology in materials and manufacturing to ensure our products live up to our company standards. In order to be able to also deliver products with exquisite design details, time and care is invested throughout the entire manufacturing process.

At Xquip we believe that close collaboration with our clients results in continuous product development, creating a win-win situation on both behalf's.

**DURABILITY**

Carbon fibre has a great fatigue strength and is highly corrosion resistant. Being engineered and built to endure the toughest conditions, our products are everlasting.

**WEIGHT**

Pre-impregnated carbon fibre technology allows Xquip to produce ultra-lightweight components in comparison to metal alternatives available on the market, whilst maintaining equally impressive material performance.

**FULL CARBON**

We guarantee we use the highest quality carbon fibre for all our products. Years of innovation both in terms of material and craftsmanship reflect on the product quality we deliver.
Xquip’s carbon fibre fenders are manufactured using autoclave technology optimised for the highest strength to weight ratio. This makes each fender product remarkably lightweight compared to stainless steel or aluminum alternatives. The fender is easy to handle and placing it on the deck can be a one-person job from now on!
CLEAT OPTIONS
Xquip offers various integrated and flush cleat options to secure your tender. Some of the surface finish options entail high quality polished steel, brushed aluminium or anodized surfaces.

CUSTOM DECK FITTING
We offer state-of-the-art stainless steel deck fittings that match your deck layout.

PADDED STORAGE BAG
Order your fender with a custom made padded storage bag.
THE X1 IS THE HEAVY DUTY FENDER THAT KEEPS VESSELS UP TO 12 TONS UNDAMAGED ALONGSIDE ANY YACHT.

Our X1 solution is both strong and aesthetically appealing. Two integrated carbon handles help passengers securely board and disembark the yacht as well as easily carry the fender for crew.

A unique design is extended to the bottom of the fender protecting both your teak deck and the equipment itself.

OPTIONAL LIGHTING

We can integrate LED lighting in your fender handles to improve operations at night, making them look even more characteristic.

ROLL FENDER

SPECIALY FOR HARD TENDERS THE TURNING ROLLERS MINIMIZE FRICTION DURING MOORING

The ROLL fender utilizes the minimalistic design of the ESSENTIAL with the addition of rollers. The number and length of the rollers is chosen on your mooring situation.
THE ESSENTIAL FENDER IS THE MORE FLEXIBLE VERSION OF OUR X1 FENDER. WE OFFER THE ESSENTIAL FENDER IN A VARIETY OF OPTIONS, FROM BASIC TO FULLY CUSTOMISED.

The diagonal support beam is removed to achieve a cleaner look on deck. Even without this support it is still capable of handling vessels up to 9 ton.

**BASIC**
The Essential Basic is all you need to keep your tender safely moored alongside the yacht. We offer the Basic with a flat profile PU coated bumper at the front, and an ergonomic handle that is easily accessed from the back. The bottom is trimmed to match the height of your platform.

**EXPANDED**
The Essential Expanded features extra options such as an elegantly rounded bumper and a high quality polished Stainless Steel handle for an ergonomic grip.

The lengths of all 3 arms can be customised to make a perfect fit.

---

**WEIGHT**
18.5 kg

**WORKING LOAD**
9 ton

**STANDING HEIGHT**
VARIABLE
We can deliver fenders that suit the unique exterior of a transom or platform of your yacht.

As some yachts require custom-solutions, we offer the possibility to create a fender that is 100% tailor made. All Custom Fenders are equipped with our standard 32 mm deck-fitting and M12 knob. A 16 mm hull pin can be added for extra support.
WE OFFER OUR TRANSOM FENDERS IN SOLID FOAM OR AS AN INFLATABLE FOR MAXIMUM STORAGE CONVENIENCE.

We can deliver these fenders in any size and thickness depending on your usage requirements. The foam version is made from closed cell polyethylene foam covered with Hypalon fabric. Hypalon fabric is tear resistant, has great mechanical resistance and comes in any colour of choice.

The neoprene in the fabric provides fire/heat resistance and also seals the fabric making it air and watertight.

FORMABILITY

We use a 3D scanner to get an exact 3D model of your transom shape. The foam core fender can then be formed to sit right onto the shape of your transom. An initial estimate of price can normally be produced on receipt of a sketch with measurements.
SUPERB CRAFTSMANSHIP

SWIMMING LADDERS

YACHT EDITION
7 STEP DESIGN

FOLDABLE SWIM LADDER

WEIGHT | 17,6 kg (6 STEPS)
LENGTH | VARIABLE
WIDTH | 0,5 m / 0,6 m / 700 m
STEP ANGLE | 8°

DESIGNED BY XQUIP FOR COMFORTABLE WATER ACCESS AND EASY STORAGE.

STAIRCASE OPTIONS

1. Clear coated carbon fiber
2. Non-skid (anti slip)
3. Teak

Each ladder is manufactured entirely from carbon fiber making it very strong and durable to last for the next decades. The ladder is lightweight and foldable, therefore very user friendly. Available in clear coated carbon look or painted in the color of your yacht.

STORAGE

We offer padded stow bags and/ or wall mounts to store your ladder.

DECK FITTINGS

We can deliver our ladders with custom deck fittings that fit your yacht and taste.

DIMENSIONS

We offer various options on ladder angle, width and length.

Each ladder is manufactured entirely from carbon fiber making it very strong and durable to last for the next decades. The ladder is lightweight and foldable, therefore very user friendly. Available in clear coated carbon look or painted in the color of your yacht.

STORAGE

We offer padded stow bags and/ or wall mounts to store your ladder.

DECK FITTINGS

We can deliver our ladders with custom deck fittings that fit your yacht and taste.

DIMENSIONS

We offer various options on ladder angle, width and length.
**Diving Ladder**

**5 Step Design**

- **Weight:** 12.9 kg
- **Under Deck Length Step:** 0.9 m
- **Angle:** 8°

**Designed by Xquip for comfortable water access and easy storage**

- Characterized by its open tree design, it makes it superior for diving and snorkeling purposes compared to conventional H-style ladders. Divers can easily climb them with flippers on.
- For more convenience, the ladder steps have a wide and extra-long standing surface for stable climbing in rolling seas.

**Staircase Options**

1. Clear coated carbon fiber
2. Non-skid (anti-slip)
3. Teak

**Storage**

We offer padded stow bags and/or wall mounts to store your ladder.

**Staircase Options**

1. Clear coated carbon fiber
2. Non-skid (anti-slip)
3. Teak

**Deck Fittings**

We deliver our ladders with custom deck fittings that fit your yacht and taste.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hook-on Stairs</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Weight</strong></td>
<td>58 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Length</strong></td>
<td>3.2 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Angle</strong></td>
<td>30°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DUE TO LIGHTWEIGHT CARBON WE CAN REALIZE A FULL SIZED REMOVABLE STAIRCASE THAT CAN BE INSTALLED BY TWO PEOPLE IN SECONDS.**

Water access from your swimming platform has never been more pleasurable. Grab rails, a gentle 30° angle and a standing platform all contribute to comfortable boarding.

**CUSTOM FITTINGS**

From 32 mm deck fittings to hull connections for extra stability, our design engineers will assist with a fitting design that best suits your yacht’s deck layout.
Our boarding ladder is characterized by its lightweight and easy storage capabilities and available in a 2, 3 and 4 step setup.

The steps have a monocoque design, optimizing the strength and stability of the product which adds to the feeling of safety while using it.

The ladder is attached on the edge of each deck and is gently supported on the side of the yacht by soft rubber, thereby preventing damage to the paint.

Disassembling is easy and can be done by one person in an ergonomically responsible way.
Shaded Serenity

SUN AWNINGS

Elegant and flexible shading solutions.
XQUIP’s Sun Awnig System is an elegant and flexible solution to provide shading onboard any superyacht.

Based on the unique deck layout of your yacht, we create custom sun awning solutions, optimising the comfort and onboard experience of you and your passengers.

The sun awning support structure consists of poles that are made of pre-impregnated, autoclaved carbon fibre, resulting in a durable and lightweight construction.

Depending on your aesthetic wishes and the size of the awning solution we offer pole diameters ranging from 60 to 140 mm width.

For more information please consult our website or contact us directly.

We offer carbon fibre poles with a clear coat finish, distinguishing itself from other poles available on the market. Our variety of diameters and dimensions allow for a perfect fit in terms of style or available mounting space onboard.

Carbon Poles

60 mm  80 mm  100 mm  120 mm  140 mm
Xquip poles and awnings are fully customizable to fit any yachts architecture, and to achieve the shading desired.

**Tensioning Systems**

We offer 2 tensioning systems. One with manually operated block and tackle system (up to 1/12 purchase) and the other with a gear system that is operated with a drill (up to 1/12 purchase).

**Installation Options**

Depending on a yachts deck layout and construction, we supply matching deck fittings and brackets, whether it is a pole size fitting or a small profile screw-on fitting.

**Arched**

Xquip also offers Arched pole solutions. Kindly contact us to inform about the possibilities.
By integrating high quality speakers or custom ambient lights, a functional and luxury atmosphere can be created that provides passengers an even greater leisure experience.

Upon request, a speakers system or ambient lights can be added that can be attached on various awning poles.

The lights feature a quick magnetic mounting system that connects to all diameters of sun awning poles. Users can manipulate the spreading of the light by increasing or decreasing the distance from the sun awning.

We provide a watertight induction charging disk that snaps onto the backside with a magnet. Charging is indicated with blue LEDs.
EASY & FUN

GAME COURTS

TRANSFORM ANY DECK SPACE INTO A STATE OF THE ART GAME COURT
THE EASIEST AND SAFEST WAY
TO TURN ANY DECK SPACE
INTO A STATE-OF-THE-ART
GAME COURT.

Lightweight carbon fibre poles are designed to fit the existing deck fitting of a yacht's railing. Besides the fundamental pole and net construction we offer a complete range of other game court accessories to complement any deck lay-out such as; baskets, carbon fibre goals and artificial grass.

Speakers and lights are optional to install on the corner poles. The installation of the lightweight equipment is quick and simple and can be done by two crew members in an ergonomically responsible way.

LED LIGHTING MASTS
Each light bar gives 9000 lumen of light under a 70 degree wide angle. Single or double rigs are possible depending on the desired lighting plan.

CUSTOM DECK FITTINGS
We design custom deck fittings so they fit the yacht and into your current railing deck structure.

CARBON GAME EQUIPMENT
We design and manufacture carbon fibre game equipment to realise a total game court experience.

TELESCOPIC LIGHT MASTS & CUSTOM LIGHTING PLAN
To extend your playtime we can add multiple LED light bars on the corner poles. The top part is hoisted upwards to a height of about 6 meters.
SAFE & ELEGANT

MOORING WHIPS

KEEP THE TENDER SAFE ALONGSIDE YOUR YACHT
XQUIP’S CARBON FIBER WHIPS ARE THE SOLUTION TO KEEP YOUR TENDER SAFELY ALONGSIDE THE YACHT WHILST AT ANCHOR.

The lightweight, prepreg carbon fibre whips are easily installed by a single crewmember into a custom deck fitting designed exclusively for your yacht’s requirements.

Alternatively, whip mountings can be integrated into our fender hooks for a complete mooring solution.

WE CAN DELIVER OUR WHIPS WITH BREAK-UP SECTIONS ACCUSTOMED TO THE AVAILABLE STORAGE SPACE.

BASIC
Our basic line has a common 32mm fitting that fits into most deck fitting.
LENTH: 4.8m

SEMI CUSTOM
The semi custom comes with a spin-lock and the line goes through the whip making for a cleaner look with no dangling lines.
LENTH (custom): up to 6m

FULL CUSTOM
Our full custom whip range includes a stainless steel whip holder that allows the whip to turn and swivel into multiple positions.
LENTH (custom): up to 6m

Ø 32mm deck fitting
XQUIP RAILINGS ARE AMONG THE LIGHTEST REMOVABLE SUPERYACHT RAILINGS AVAILABLE AND A GREAT ADDITION TO ANY DECK LAYOUT.

The refined look of carbon fibre makes our railing a true eye catcher. Weighing only 950 grams, our standard tube railing is easy to install, whilst its corrosion resistant material moreover guarantees a decades lasting lifetime.

Design wise, the Xquip railing is fully customisable to your wishes, allowing us to match our railing to any yachts style and geometry.
INTEGRATED LIGHTING
On request we can equip the railings with integrated lighting that elegantly illuminates the deck.

CUSTOM LENGTH
The length of the railing can be adjusted to your ship's deck fitting layout.

MATCHING DECK FITTINGS
We provide customised deck fittings with the railings that are designed to fit the specific deck layout and construction of your yacht.

A DESIGN FOR EVERY YACHT
A railing on a yacht should not only be safe but should also contribute to the aesthetics of the vessel as a whole. Together we can design & realise a matching solution that complements your yacht's aesthetics.
STYLISH & SAFE

GANGWAYS

THE ULTIMATE EXPERIENCE STARTS WITH THE FIRST STEP ON YOUR YACHT
RIGID, STABLE & LIGHTWEIGHT

The Xquip gangway is a strong carbon fibre gangway for easy access to your yacht. It is elegantly curved and offers maximum comfort with its extra wide platform and non-slip teak. Custom fittings make assembling and dismantling a breeze.
This Premium Boat Hook is made from a 32mm diameter carbon fibre tube with a quality clear coat finish. It comes complete with an high gloss stainless steel base and head piece. An exceptional leather handgrip in the colour of your choice completes this work of art.

Boat hooks can be delivered in any length category. A perfect finishing touch for any yacht.
FENDERS

CUSTOMIZED AND HANDMADE TO FIT YOUR CAP RAIL OR BULWARK PROFILE

Xquip’s fender hooks protect varnished and painted rails while eliminating line abrasion of the fender lines.

At its core carbon fiber generates stiffness and strength while keeping it very light compared to steel or aluminium alternatives.

3D TECHNIQUES

We use advanced techniques like 3D scanning and 3D printing to get a perfect fit between hook and your rail or bulwark. Ask us for the possibilities on your yacht.

WE OFFER A VARIETY OF MATERIAL OPTIONS TO PERFECTLY MATCH YOUR YACHT’S AESTHETICS

INFLATABLE FENDERS

OUR INFLATABLES ARE MADE OF HEAVY DUTY HYPALON COATED FABRIC

Any size is possible and we deliver in various colors. The Hypalon is highly resistant to UV, oil, diesel and petrol and they are warranted for 5 years on the fabric and air tight seams.

Equiped with premium air valves the fenders are quickly inflated/deflated with the a compressor.

BRAND YOUR FENDER TO MATCH IT WITH YOUR YACHT

WE OFFER A VARIETY OF MATERIAL OPTIONS TO PERFECTLY MATCH YOUR YACHT’S AESTHETICS
TAILORED TO YOUR NEEDS

TENDER EQUIPMENT
LIGHTWEIGHT AND EASY TO USE EQUIPMENT FOR YOUR YACHT
We design and manufacture user friendly, full carbon chocks with great aesthetics to match boats and tenders in any shape or size. Autoclaved pre-impregnated carbon offers a lot of advantages, as it is strong, lightweight and durable. Where metal will eventually fatigue and/or corrode, carbon will handle an infinite cycle of loads whilst staying corrosion free.

**SPREADER BARS**

**SPREADER BARS BY XQUIP**

**ARE EASILY CARRIED AND INSTALLED BY ONE CREW MEMBER.**

Because each superyacht has a unique tender and crane arrangement, each spreader bar by Xquip is custom designed and engineered to match the yachts dimensions and load case.

**SERVED CLIENTS**

- MY Dream
- MY Tatoosh
- MY Global
- MY Pelorus
- MY Regina d’Italia

---

**CHOCKS**

**SURFACE FINISH | CLEAR COAT CARBON**

**PADDING | CUSTOM TO MATCH THE VESSEL SHAPE**

**EXTRA OPTIONS | REMOVABLE / FOLDABLE**
**FLAG POLE**

**WEIGHT** | 0.5 KG
**LENGTH** | 0.9 - 1.9 M

The elegant design curve of the Xquip flagpole matches most modern day vessel designs. The pole is light as a feather due to its carbon fiber construction material. The Xquip flagpole is easily screwed onto a deck or transom with its low profile (3mm) deck fitting. We can deliver it in sizes ranging from 0.9m to 1.9m. and in any yacht color. You can also choose for the elegant natural carbon look in high gloss or satin finish.

**BOARDING POLE**

**WEIGHT** | 1.5 KG (1.5M)
**LENGTH** | 300 - 1500MM
**DECK SOCKETS** | COMPOSITE OR STAINLESS STEEL

A boarding pole is the first thing someone touches when stepping on board of a tender. We believe it is therefore one of the most essential elements to get right. Our carbon boarding poles can come with a high quality clear coat finish and can be painted in any color.

**HAND RAILS**

**WEIGHT** | STARTING FROM 150G
**GEOMETRY** | CURVED AND STRAIGHT

The full carbon handrails by Xquip is extremely light and strong. They are designed for mounting on a flat surface and can be glued or bolted to the vessel’s structure. We offer standard models from 0,3m up to 1,7m. Feel free to ask about the design of custom handles.

**WAKEBOARD POLE**

**WEIGHT** | 2.5 KG
**LENGTH** | 0.3 - 1.5 M
**DECK SOCKETS** | COMPOSITE OR STAINLESS STEEL

The removable wakeboard pole by Xquip transforms sport tenders and boats into fun machines. The element can be installed and removed within seconds and equipped with an anchor light on request. A custom socket is provided along as a complimentary element to be laminated or glued into the deck.
The Ultimate Carbon Superyacht Equipment

Transistorstraat 40
1322CG Almere
The Netherlands

T: +31 36 760 14 93
info@xquip.com
www.xquip.com